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ON LIFTING HECKE EIGENFORMS
LYNNE H. WALLING
Abstract. A classical Hubert modular form / e Jí^^jV,
S), Xjr) cannot
be an eigenform for the full Hecke algebra. We develop a means of lifting a
classical form to a modular form F e ©¿-^(Tq^,
J^), Xjr) which is an
eigenform for the full Hecke algebra. Using this lift, we develop the newform
theory for a space of cusp forms ^(T^jV
, J), Xjr) ; we also use theta series
to construct eigenforms for the full Hecke algebra.

Since a space Jf^fY^jV, J7), Xjr) of Hubert modular forms for a fixed
weight, character and congruence subgroup is not invariant under the algebra ¡T of Hecke operators, many authors have enlarged this space of forms
to obtain a ^-invariant space; in this paper we investigate an alternative approach, restricting our attention to a subalgebra ¿^ of ET under which the
space ^#fc(ro(yT, J?), Xjf) is invariant. This space is finite-dimensional, so it
has a basis consisting of ^-eigenforms; we present here a lifting of such eigenforms to c7"-eigenforms in the aforementioned larger space, J?k(yV, Xjr) =
0A^.(ro(yT,
JFX), Xjr) ■ Using this lifting, we are able to develop the newform theory for the space of cusp forms S^k(Yü(yV, JF), Xjr) ■ In particular,
we show that the subspace S^k+(T0(Jr, J?), Xjr) generated by newforms is
isomorphic as a ^-module to a subspace of 5^k{YQ(jV, cf),Xjf), and that
t5^+(ro(yT,tf),Xjr)
has a basis of ^-eigenforms which can be lifted to a basis of ^-eigenforms of S^k(JV, Xjf) • Thus the study of the space of cusp
forms 3*k(jV, Xjf) can be reduced to the study of the more classical space
Si'k(Y0(yPy',cf), Xjr) ■ Finally, we extend a classical result, showing that a par-

ticular weighted average of theta series attached to lattices is a ^-eigenform,
and hence can be lifted to an eigenform for the full Hecke algebra.
The author thanks Winnie Li and John Hsia for helpful conversations, and
the referee for a careful reading of this paper.

1. Preliminaries
For the most part we follow the definitions of [7]. Let K be a totally real
number field of degree « over Q, cf its ring of integers, and d its different.
We define analogs of the group Y0(N) ç SL2(Z) as follows. For jV an integral
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ideal of cf and J^ a fractional ideal, let

where ad - bo 0 means that aci - be is totally positive. Set / = {reC:
Imr > 0}; for /:/"-»C,
Ac= (Ac,,... , AcJ e (Z+)", and A = ("*) G
GZ-2(K) (i.e. A £ GL2(K) with det^ » 0) we set

T U1V¿(1)''"''^\!
(where a

+ ¿("7

is the jth conjugate of a) and

f\A(x) = f\kA(r) = (detAf2 (ex+ d)'k f(Ax).
We say / is a Hilbert modular form of weight k and character Xjr wim respect
to the group Yq(jV, J?) if /: %?n —>C is an analytic function such that:
(i) limt_/00/|yl(T) exists for all A £ GL2(K), and

(ii) f\A = Xjr(a)f for all ^ = ( ^ ) e Y¿Jf, S) ;
we say such a function / is a cusp form if the limit in (i) is always 0. Here
Xjr is a numerical character modulo JV (i.e. Xjr'- (cf/J/")x —►
Cx is a homok

x

morphism); we assume Xjr(u) = sgn(w) for u £ cf (else only / = 0 satisfies
the above conditions). The collection of all Hilbert modular forms of weight k
and character Xjr with respect to the group Yü(jV ,Jr) constitutes a complex
vector space which is denoted by dik(YQ(Jf ,^f), Xjf) ; the subspace of cusp

forms is denoted by c5^(ro(yT, J2"), Xjf) ■
(In [8], Shimura presents a slightly more general definition of a modular form;
although all of the proofs in this paper are valid when we use that definition, we
use the more restrictive definition to avoid complicating further our notation.)
Whenever J*" and ^ are fractional ideals in the same strict class (denoted

J ~f)

then

/-1(S Î)

is an isomorphism from ^k(YQ(jV", Jr), Xjf) onto ^.(ro(yT, J'), Xjf), and
from ^(Y^Jf
,J"), Xjr) onto ^(ro(yT,
f), Xjr) (where a here is a totally positive element of K such that oJ^ = f ). This mapping commutes with
all the operators we will define on these spaces, thus we will only need one space
for each strict ideal class. One of the operators we will define gives us an isomorphism between the spaces J?k(Y0(Jf ,Jr),Xjr)
and ^(ro(yf,
J"), Xjr)
(and between the spaces ^(ro(yf,
Jr), Xjr) and S"k(YQ(jy, f), Xjr) ) when
y and ^ are in the same complex. (The principal complex consists of all the
squares of strict ideal classes; the group of complexes is the strict ideal class
group modulo the principal complex. For a more complete discussion of the
group of complexes, see §61 of [2].) Anticipating this, we let J2,, ... ,Jh,
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be fractional ideals such that J*, , ... , J^< represent the distinct strict ideal
classes in the principal complex; so h' is the class number and J^, ... , ^
represent the distinct ideal classes. For later convenience, we assume J^ , ... ,
J^/ are relatively prime to JV (i.e. if S0 is a prime dividing JV thenord ^J? =
0 ). We let ^x, ... , </hih' be fractional ideals which represent the distinct complexes; here h is the strict class number. So the ideals ^-^

strict classes. Without loss of generality, we assume ^

represent all the

~ cf and J^

~ cf.

Also, we set YXt](jr) = Y¿Jf,fxJ2)
and Yx(Jf) = Yxx(Jf).
Let
A^^jr)
= @^k{TXtl(jr),Xj,),
X,r,

and let
^k^^^

= @^k{TXri(^),Xjr);
X.r,

we say the elements of Jfk(jV, Xjr) (resp. S?k(yV, Xjr)) are Hilbert modular
(resp. cusp) forms of level JV .
For the sake of convenience we use Shimura's notation to represent the various operators on ^(J^,
Xjr) (see [7]). To use this notation, we consider
the forms of J(k(JV, Xjr) as functions on GA = GL2(KA) where KA is the

adelization of K. We use à, b, c (and so on) to denote elements of KA.
We decompose GA as follows. For each X and n, choose tx and 5 from KA
such that (t,)^ = 1 = (s^ , txcf = fx and ~sf = ^ ; set

(I
X^-{0
Let Goo+ = {x £ GA : detx^

0
txs2

> 0} where xM denotes the archimedean

part

of x, and let GQ denote the image of GL2(K) embedded along the diagonal

of GA. For a finite prime 3? , set
a

b\

W,(^) = U"c d)
A*\

(

tfg,

d~xcfa

Zf- "J7^): ad-bee,
\yVdcf&

and set W(yf ) = Goo+ x Y\^ W^(yf) where the product is over all finite primes
¿P . Then we can wrive GA as the disjoint union

GA= U S<W(^)
x,n
(here z denotes the main involution of Af2(K) and its extension to Af2(KA)).
For F £ J(k(jV, Xjr) and x = ax^'w e GA (where a £ GQ and w e W(yT) )
we define

F(x) = xtv(*)(fx,\*J(D
where i = (i, ... ,ï)£%"x
and xw((à£\)) = Xjr&) = %Aa< for a e ^ such
that a = a (mod yf ). Note that this definition of F as a function on GA is
independent of the choices of t, and s„.
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As discussed in [7], Jfk(j¥, Xjr) (resp. 3^kfAr, Xjr)) can be viewed as the
space of all functions F : GA —>C such that:

(1) F(axYt) = xw(yl) F(x) for all a £ GQ, x 6 GA, and w e W(yT)
with wœ = 1 ;
(2) For every pair X, n, there is a Hilbert modular (resp. cusp) form f.
with respect to some group

(/,Xr\ I|woo /)(i)
\J
\ /

for all woo eG

Y^(Jf,^f)

such that

F(xx'y/oo)

=

oo+,.

For y e GA and F e J^k(JV, Xjr) we define F|y e JTk(Jf, Xjr) by

F|y(x) = F(xy')
where x e GA . Clearly F|y|y' = F|yy'. Notice that

F\y¿vJ

= F(v'owJ

= f(avwco)

= y-w^') (/johooCi)

where y0 denotes the finite part of y and x7'yó = axüáv f°r some a £ G„
and v 6 W(yf ) with voo= a~~ . So if F: GA —>C satisfies condition

so does F|y0.
For ^ a finite prime, ^-fyT,
■^k{^,Xjr)

we define the Hecke operator

(ii), then

r(^)

on

by

where ac0= max{Ac,, ... , kn) and ptf = & ; here /V^)

denotes the norm of

We want the Hecke operators to act on the Fourier coefficients of a Hilbert
modular form in the same way the Hecke operators act on those of an elliptic
modular form. To obtain such an action, we will need to restrict our attention
to Hilbert modular forms which are eigenforms for the operators S(€), which
are defined as follows. For € a fractional ideal relatively prime to yT, we
define the operator S(cf) on Jfk(Af, Xjr) by

■q 0'

F\S(cf) =xAq) F\

\u

q/o

where qtf = S. It is easily seen that S(cfx)S(S2) = S(Sxcf2).
We let ET denote the algebra generated by the operators T(¿P) and S(S) ;
since we can define all Hecke operators T(^f) in terms of the operators T(S°)
and S(cf) (see [7]), we refer to S7' as the Hecke algebra.

For S an integral ideal we define B(cf) : J?k(jV, Xjr) -* Jtk(Ml,
F\B(0) = N(cf)-k°12 F\(^Q
where qcf = cf (see Proposition 2.3 of [7]).

ii)

Xjr) by
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Clearly S(<f) commutes with T(3°) and B(cf) ; for 9° \ JV@, the operators
T(âa) and B(cf) commute. Notice that for each y £ GA with y^ = 1 and
te/"
we have

(F\y)xvw= (Fly)(x7„'w
J = F(vwJ
= F(ax~e™j = Xw(v)/„>«,(*)
where woo £ G 0O+, such that woo i = x, a £ G„3J and v € W(yf)
with voo =
x
'

a-1 € GQ . Thus we can find matrices in GL^(K) which give the action of an
operator on a component space ^k(T'„(A^), Xjr) \ this, however, is awkward
since we need different matrices for each pair p,o .
Sometimes we will restrict these operators to a component space: for a form
/ e -^(fy^)
>Xjr), y e GA with y^ = 1 and x e ¿F" , set
/|y=(F|y)(x;>oo)

where w^i = t, (dety)^J^2

~ f^2,

and Fe/t(/,^)
2

2

has / as its

2

X, ^-component. Then we see that for S S ~ J^. (with ¿f relatively prime to
yf ), 5(¿f ) defines an isomorphism between the spaces ^(^(yT),
Xjr) and

■^(ry^)
- ^) (and between ^k(YXa(yT), ^) and ^(r^(yT),
Xjr) ).
We can decompose J(k(JV, Xjr) into a direct sum of subspaces, each of
which is associated to a Hecke character x "extending Xjyoo" where ^(a) =
sgn(a)^ and Xjr^ = XjrX^ • (So X is a Hecke character such that #(2^) =
Xjr(à) when 2 is a unit at all primes dividing y/7" and 2^ is the yT-part of
2, and ^(2^) = ^(2).)
For such a Hecke character ^ we set

A(^.

*) = iF e■^(•^> ^):

F(™) = X(s)F(x) for all seK^}.

(Thus Jfk(JV, x) is an eigenspace for the operators S(cf).) As stated in [7],
we have ^.(yT, Xjr) = ®x-^k(A^, x) where the sum is over all Hecke characters x extending Xjr^ ■ This can be shown using representation theoretic
arguments; we present here a constructive argument. We first show how to
construct the Hecke characters x which extend Xjr^ ■

Lemma 1.1. There are if Hecke characters x extending Xj^^ where h' is the
ideal class number. If x and x are Hecke characters extending Xjrx then xx'
is a character on the ideal class group.
Proof. The ideal class group can be decomposed as a product of cyclic subgroups; using Dirichlet's theorem on primes, we let ¿Px, ... , ¿Pr be primes
not dividing JÏ so that els^ , ... , cls^r generate these cyclic subgroups.
Let e be a character on the ideal class group. For each j = I, ... , r, let
o(â°j ) denote the order of cls^ , and take p £ cf such that /? > 0 and
gf^iï

= p.cf.

Set X*(&j) equal to e(^)

times an o(^.)-root

of XjrooiPj) ■

Then for I £ KA , we can write ? = au where a £ Kx and 2 is a unit at all
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primes dividing JV ; set
X(s) = X*me¡---X*(&r)e'Xjr00(u)

where ucf is in the class of 3°^ ■■■¿Per'. Then X is a Hecke character extending
Xj^oo ■

Now, suppose x and
(X~X)*is a character on
for qcf = ¿f relatively
XjToa are in one-to-one
group. G

X are both Hecke characters extending Xjr^ ■ Then
the ideal class group, where (xj^f^hcf)
= X(q)~X(q)
prime to Ar. Thus the Hecke characters extending
correspondence with the characters on the ideal class

Notice that if x extends

Xjroa , then X* = Xljr^

is well-defined on ideals

relatively prime to JV.
Now we show
Proposition 1.2. We have Jfk(Jf, Xjr) = ®x-^k(^,
x) • and hence we have
•^kf^ >Xjr) = 0y^(^>
x) where the sum is over all Hecke characters X
extending

Xjroo ■

Proof. Clearly Jfk(Jf, x)n Jtk{JT, x') = {0} when X # / , so ®xJtk{JT, x)
Ç Jfk(JT, Xjr) ■Choose G = (gXt¡)£J?k(J/', Xjr), and let Xx, ... , Xf¡,denote
the distinct Hecke characters extending Xjr^ . We know that (xxX ■)* is an
ideal class character and J^, ... , J?h< are in distinct ideal classes; thus Artin's
theorem on the linear independence of characters implies that the matrix

diagfô(J^),...XW)-\

\
\{xâiïW

■■■ \
■•• (xjCk'TWJ

is invertible. So for each X we can solve the matrix equation

fxM)

... rh-w\

\TM>) -

{fx{l)\

<*')
V/fV

TvWJ

\8xn<\S(Sh-l)J

for
fx{X],...,fx(h,)£J?k(Yx(^),Xjr).
(Notice that gXr,\S(^~x) £ Jïk(YX(JY), Xjr).) Then for each ; , we set jj¡¡ =

Tji^r,) fl^SiS)

and FU) = {fj£). For any n and any fractional ideal cf

relatively prime to y/7", we have S

2

€

2

~ J^

2

for some cr ; thus J^¿? = aJ^

for some ¿z£ K* with ¿f relatively prime to A7. Then we have

f{¿\S(éf)= ?{Sn) fîJ)\S(Snd?)= f(Sn) fxU)\S(aJra)
= f{^t})x{Sa)fí)\S(a(f)
= x(a-xcf)fxua)\S(acf) = x(S)jÁ¿\
So F(J) £ J?k(yV, Xj), and F{1) + ■■■+ F{h'] = G.

D
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2. The lifting

Let 5*q be the subalgebra of the Hecke algebra S7' consisting of those
mappings in &~ which are actually operators on each component space
¿€k(Yx (¿V), Xjr) • Thus 3^ is generated by mappings of the form
T(3x)r'---T(3s)r¡S(@)

where r. £ Z>0, the 9°. are primes ideals not dividing 2JV, and cf is a
r

r

1

fractional ideal such that â°xl ■■■¿?ssct ~ cf. To ease the notation, we write
r0(^,r' • • •&>'•) for T(3xfl ■■■T(3>s)r>.
Our goal is to begin with a ^-eigenform
/ £ ^k(Yx (yf ), Xjr) and, using
its eigenvalues, lift / to a y-eigenform F £ Jfk(JÏ, x) (where x can be any
Hecke character extending Xjr^ )\ however, we need to find nonzero eigenvalues
to effect this lift. To ease the description of this construction, we make the

following

Definition. Let f £ Jik{YxUV), Xjr) be a ^-eigenform. Let \J7\ denote the
complex of the strict ideal class of J? . (Note that each complex has order 1 or
2.) Set
&(f) = {\J\ : f\T0(cf2)S(Éf'X)¿ 0 for some S £ [S]}
where it is understood that cf is an integral ideal relatively prime to •#". If
we have such an ideal € £ \J"\ with f\TQ(cf2)S(cf~x) / 0 then we say cf

witnesses [J^] £&(f).
Clearly 'ë'(f) is a subgroup of the group of complexes; thus the order of
W(f) is a divisor of h/h', which is a power of 2 (see §61 of [2]).
Theorem 2.1. Suppose f £ ^k(Yx„(A7), Xjr) is a S^-eigenform such that whenever [cf] £ ^(f) we have f\T0(cf) = 0 (where S is an integral ideal relatively
prime to 2yV). Then for any Hecke character x extending Xjr^, w? can construct \^(f)\ ET-eigenforms F £ Jf^fjV, x)\ if F and G are two of these
forms then G = ±F , where F£ is the twist of F by a character

e on the group

Remark. In Lemma 3.4 we show that any newform satisfies the conditions of the
theorem, and in Theorem 4.3 we use theta series to construct forms satisfying
these conditions.

Proof. Choose generators [cfx], ... , [cfs] for W(f) where cf. witnesses \cff\ £
W(f). For each j, choose c such that

f\TQ(€2)S(cf-X) = c2t(S])f.

Set fXn= f. If \Jx~Xfß] $ &(f) then set fßa = 0 for all o . For each p such
that \fxX/A £ &{f), choose o such that f^2
~ £f'x>
■■■^¡f^2
where
tj = 0 or 1. Set

4r = -TT-T f*\U<

■■■<*)■

L. H. WALLING

(Note that the exponents t are uniquely determined by the complex of f

.)

For each o', choose <f relatively prime to yT such that ^2^f2

~^

Since fßa\S(acf)

, is indepen-

= X*(acf) fßa for a £ Kx , the definition of f

; set

dent of the choice of J^ .
We claim F = (f •) is a ^-eigenform. Just as in the proof of Proposition
1.2, F\S(cf) = x*(&) F for all cf relatively prime to yK. Also, for any p and
a we have

4/IW,)

= jrr^T fxri\U<{---<s)U@j)s(S)

( 7*(cf)Y*(Jr)

1
=<

,/

« CJ/Jïoitf?' -<-<0S(^)

T(S)TjuWtf-fs-ms)

(if tj = 1)

(if/. = o)

cr:-cs

CJ[cl^cÇ.cl*/Jro(í.-<-<W/))

r(^)tj/aJW^i1---^)^)

(if0 = 1)
(if 0-0)

for appropriate A' and r\ . Thus F\TQ(cf.) = c, F.

Now, choose a prime ^ f yF ; if [^] £ f (/) then f\T(3>) = 0 and by our
constuction, F\T(3>) = 0. Suppose \3°\ € W(f). Then ^ ~ cf~r' ■■■@~r'f~2
where ry.= 0 or 1 and J" is relatively prime to yf . Then T0(3W¡] ■--cfrs¡)S(^)
£ 5\\ and 3~ is a commutative algebra, so remembering how we defined f ,
we see that
for some constant c which is independent of p and a'. So

cF = F\T0(9Wrx>■■■e[s)S(f)

= x*(f)cxx ■■■cr; F\T(3>)

and hence F\T(3°) = cX{/)F¡cx
■■■crss. Thus F is a ■iT'-eigenform.
Suppose we choose a set of generators [cf1.]of 'W(f) where ¿f' is a witness;

then F\T0(cfj) = c) F for some c] ¿ 0, and f\T¿€l2)S(cf-x)

= cf ?(<%) f

The form constructed using /, cf'- and c' gives us F, and hence regardless
of the choices for the generators of W(f) and their representative witnesses,

we obtain the same \W(f)\ lifts of /.
Now, let F be one of the forms constructed above and let e be a character

on &(f). Extend e so that e([^]) = 0 for [^fj 0 W(f). We define F£ by
F£(x) = £([det(x)])F(x).
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So if F is the lift of / using cf. and c. , then ±Fe is the lift of / using cf.
and e([cfj]) ■Cj. Unless e = 1, F ¿ ±FS. Thus the lifts of / to Jtk{JT, x)
are (up to sign) twists of each other.

Remark. If F £.£k(Jr,

D

x) and G £ J?k(Jf, x) are lifts of / where x ¥"X >

then F and G are linearly independent.

3. Newforms
To define a newform, we first observe that we can define an inner product on

S*k(^, Xjs): for F, G £S*k(yT, Xjr),

(F>G)= ¿2(f*>Sm)
where (fx , gx) is the Petersson inner product (see (2.27) of [7]). With this inner product, 0A „3k(Yx„(A7), Xjr) becomes an orthogonal sum. As Shimura
shows, the operators T(3) and S(cf) are (essentially) Hermitian on each space

5?k(JV, x) (see Proposition 2.4 of [7]). We define ^(Jf,

Xjr) to be the sub-

space of ^(yf,
Xjr) which is generated by the forms F\B(cf) where F is a
form of a lower level (i.e. of a level yf' where JV' is a proper divisor of y/7*);
we set

We define 3Pk+(J/", Xjr) to be the orthogonal complement of S?k(JV, Xjr),
and we set

^+(^,

x) = S%W, x)ns-k+(yr, xjr).

Similarly, for each X and n we define 3^~(rA (y/7), Xjr) to be the subspace
of 3>k(YXn(Jf),Xjr) which is generated by f\B(cf) £ ^(Y^Jf),
Xjr) where
/ is a form of a lower level, and we define

^VXn(^),Xjr)Q^k(TX^),Xjr)

to be the orthogonal complement of 3?k(YxA/V), Xjr) • Then, the arguments
of [3] (cf. [6]) extend in a straightforward manner, giving us multiplicity-one

in S?{jr,X):
Theorem 3.1. Let x be a Hecke character extending Xjr^ ■ Then 5^+(yT, x)
has a basis of simultaneous eigenforms for the Hecke operators T(3) ; if two
such forms have the same eigenvalues for all but a finite number of the operators
T(3) (where 3s denotes a prime ideal not dividing 2jV), then the forms are

linearly dependent.
Corollary 3.2. 3^^,

Xjr) has a basis 3-eigenforms.

Now we consider the component spaces ^(rVG^O

>Xjr) ■
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Lemma 3.3. The projection map F = (fx) >->(fn)

^^-(Y^^jr)

and hence takes ^(JT

takes 3^ (yV, x) onto

,x) onto 0A 3>k+(Yx(Jf), Xjr).

Proof. Clearly pro](F\B(cf)) £ ®x3Pk'(Yx(yr/), Xjr) (where the level of F is
a divisor of ¿Vcf~x ). For each X, choose gx = fßn\B(cfx) e 3>~(Yx(yV), Xjr)
where fn £ 3>k(Yßt}(Jr"),Xjr) and @xJr'\jr ■set

fßa=x\-yn)twfßri\s(^-^a),
and take Fx to be the element of S^^fJÏ ¡cfx, X) whose p, er-component is f

and whose other components are 0. Then G = J2x Fx\^^x) e ^k ^ >X) »and
proj G = (gx). Since proj ( G + G') = proj G + proj G', it follows that proj is a
surjective map.

Suppose G £ 3>k(JV, x) and (F,G) = 0. Since

= (fxo\A'8lo\A)

= (fXa,gXa)

where /4 £ GL2(K) gives the action of S(3rJr7x),

we have

(proj F, proj G>= ¿ (F, G) = 0
/z

and thus
proj :^+(yT,

*) — ^^k+(Yx(J^),
x

We know proj {3>k\jï, *) e^(yT,

Xjr).

*)) = Q^Y^),

proj(^+(yr,z)) = 0^+(r,(yr),^).

Xjr), so

D

x

Lemma 3.4. Let f £ 3?k(YXtl(yT),Xjr) be a 3^-eigenform. If [cf] 0 W(f) then
f\T0(cf) = 0. Hence we can lift f to \W(f)\ linearly independent 3~-eigenforms
in <5^+(y/7",x) ; these lifts of f are (up to sign) twists of each other.

Proof First we suppose that f\ T0(cf2)S(cf~x) = 0 ; we show that f\ TQ(cf)= 0.
A basis of ^-eigenforms for 3'k (Jf, x) projects to a spanning set of 3^eigenforms for ^k+(Yx (J7), Xjr), thus we have f = fx -\-V

f. is nonzero and is the projection of some y-eigenform
Now, this means that
Fj\T0(cî2)S(cf~X) = 0
and since F

is a y-eigenform,

fm where each

F. e ,5^+(yT, x) ■

F-\T0(cf) = 0. (Recall that 3~ is a commu-

tative algebra and Fj\S(éf_1) = f(S)

F].) Thus

f\T0(cf) = fx\T0(cf)+ --- + fm\T0(ef)= 0,
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and so by Theorem 2.1 we can lift /

to Yfê(f)\ linearly independent

3~-

eigenforms F in Sfk(jV, X) ■
We now show that a lift F = (f

) of / is a newform. For

we have

kflia,gtia) = {cfXn\T0(cf)S(^),glta);
the operators S(3r) and T0(cf) are (essentially) Hermitian, and they map oldforms to oldforms (see [7] and [6]). Thus (f , g ) = 0 and hence F e
^k(^,X).

□

Now we show that multiplicity-one in the product space 3^^,
X) implies
that multiplicity-one (with regard to the algebra 3^ ) holds in each component
space.

Theorem 3.5. If f,g
£ ^^in(JV),
Xjr) are ^-eigenforms
with the
same eigenvalues, then f and g are linearly dependent.
Furthermore,
3yk[Yx (yf ), Xjr) is isomorphic (as a 3^-module) to a subspace of

^k+(rx(^),xyr)=3>k+(Y0(yf,Cf),Xjs).
Proof. The mapping / h+ f\S(3r~

) is a ^-module

isomorphism,

thus we

may assume that f, g £ 3?k(Yx(yV), Xjr) ■ By Lemma 3.4, we see that we
can use / and g to construct ^-eigenforms in 3pk(J/", x) ■ We see by the
construction of these ¿/"-eigenforms that we can construct F and G to have
the same eigenvalues for 3~ with / as the X, 1-component of F, and g as
that of G. Thus by multiplicity-one for 3Pk(Jr, x), F and G are linearly
dependent and hence / and g must be linearly dependent as well. Furthermore, since F is a ^-eigenform
in 3"k+(J/', x), its 1, 1-component /, must
be nonzero (see [6]). Thus /, £ 3pk(Yx(Jr), Xjr) is a ^-eigenform with the
same eigenvalues as / e 3yk+(Yx(J/"), Xjr) ■ (In fact, we see from the construction of F that f = c fx\T¿cf)S(3r)
where cf is a witness for [cf] £ £?(/),
2
,
JrxcfJr ~ cf, and c is some nonzero constant.) So a basis of ^-eigenforms for
3yk+(Yx(J/"), Xjr) corresponds to a linearly independent set of ^-eigenforms
in
3pk+(Yx(yT), Xjr) ; since y is a commutative algebra, this correspondence preserves the ^-eigenvalues, meaning that if fx £ 3Pk+(Yx(A/'), Xjr) corresponds
to /, e 3ûk{Yx(J/'), Xjr) then fx and fx have the same eigenvalues for all
operators in 3~Q. Thus as a ^-module, 3i'k+(Yx(J/"), Xjr) is isomorphic to a
subspace of 3>k+(Yx(y/7), Xj-) • □

Notice that the dimension of 3ik+(Yx(JPr), Xjr) is equal to the number of

subgroups W(r

) which contain Ly^] where {/(

, ... ,y}

is a basis of for
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3>k+(Yx(yf),Xjr).

Thus we get

Corollary 3.6. For 3?k+(Yx(Jr), Xjr), let {/(1), ... , /"}

be a basis of 3~0-

eigenforms then

dimJ/f'y/7, ¿) = ¿Z |W(J))| < ^■dim3'k+(Yx(^),X^).
j
Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 3.1 show that we have multiplicity-one in
3'k(Jr, Xjr) when we consider all operators in the algebra 3~. The Hecke
operators T(3) (where J3 is a prime ideal) generate a subalgebra of 3~ ; the
multiplicity of eigenvalues in 3pk(JV, Xjr) for this subalgebra depends in part
on "how often" we have F\T(3)
= 0. To allow us to describe this more
precisely, we have the
Definition. Let / e ^{Y^JV),

Xjr) be a ^-eigenform;

set

3f(f) = {clsJ^: f\TQ(<g)£ 0 for some S £ clsJ^}
where cls^ denotes the ideal class of Jr,
integral ideal relatively prime to y/7 .

and cf is understood to be an

Then, extending Theorem 5 of [3], we have

Theorem 3.7. Let F £ 3"k (JV, Xjr) be a 3-eigenform; let f denote the 1,1component of F . There are exactly h'(f) = h'/\3f(f)\
linearly independent
forms G £ 3Pk+(Jr, Xjr) such that the 1, I-component of G is f and G has
the same eigenvalues as F under all the Hecke operators T(3) (where 3 is a
prime ideal not dividing 2JV). We can obtain some of these forms G by twisting
F by characters on the ideal class group modulo 3f(f) ; the number of distinct
twists of F obtained in this way is h'(f) divided by the number of ideal classes
whose squares lie in 3f(f).
Proof. Since F is a ^-eigenform,
F e 3'k(J'r, X) for some Hecke character
X extending Xj,-^ ■ F°r 3 a prime not dividing yT, we know that

where f\T(3)2S(3~x)

F\T(3)

= ±^3)c~

F

= c#f.

Suppose we have G £ 3k+(J^,x)

a 3~-

eigenform with 1,1-component /;then

G\T(3) = ±^T(3)c~G.
If F and G have the same eigenvalues for all T(3), then we must have
(XX)*{^°) = 1 whenever c^ ^ 0.
On the other hand, if x extends Xroo with (xx')*(3) = 1 whenever c^ ^
0, then we can use / to construct G £ ¿/^(y/7, X) such that G is a 3~eigenform with the same eigenvalues as F for all the T(3).
We know that (XX)* is a character on the ideal class group; there are
h'/\3f(f)\
characters which are trivial on the subgroup 3f(f).
Thus there
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are h'/\3f(f)\
Hecke characters X extending Xjiroa suchthat (XX')*(3) = 1
whenever Cg>± 0 ; for each such X we can use / to construct exactly one
form G £ 3'k(jV, x) such that G is a i^-eigenform with the same eigenvalues as F for all the Hecke operators. We know 3?k(jV, Xjr) has a basis of
c7"-eigenforms, thus the first assertion of the theorem holds.
To prove the second assertion, let e be a character on the ideal class group
modulo 3f(f) ; consider e as a character on ideals relatively prime to yf.
Then we can view e as a Hecke character with conductor cf ; as shown in [6],
FE £ ^(y/7,
Xe2) (where F£ is defined by F£(x) = e(detx)F(x)). Clearly F
and F£ have the same eigenvalues for T(3). Unless e = 1, 3"k(jV, x) n
3i'k(Jr, Xz2) = {0} ; thus F = F£ when e2 = 1, and F and F£ are linearly
independent otherwise. D

4. Theta series
Let F be a quadratic space of even dimension 2ac over the field K with a
totally positive quadratic form Q ; let L be a lattice on V, and let L denote
the dual of L (see [5]). As shown in [11] (see also [1]), the theta series attached
to L

6(L,x)= J2e*7tfTr(Q{x)T)
xeL

is a modular form with a quadratic character Xl and weight k for the group

YX0(S(L),N(L)) = {A£ Y0(S(L), N(L)) : detA = 1},
where N(L), the norm of L, is the fractional ideal generated by the set
{\Q(x): x £ L), and S(L), the level (or stufe) of L, is the product of
N(L)~XN(L*)~X and perhaps some dyadic primes (see [11] for a precise definition). Note that a nondyadic prime 3 divides S(L) if and only if Lg, =
L®cf3¡¡ is not modular (where tf^ is the localization of cf at 3 ). Also, we see
that we can relax the conditions in [11] to extend the transformation formula
(2), giving us the transformation formula

eÍL,^)=(c
^

+ dx)kxkd-k £
'

x€L/dL

e(±Q(x))e(L,x)
^

'

where ( " b ) is any matrix in YlQ(S(L), N(L)). (The crucial observation to
make when extending this formula is that with such a matrix, local considerations show that bL n dL = bdL and thus for any x £ L, bx0 + x runs
over L/dL as x0 runs over L/dL.) With this transformation formula, the
arguments used to prove Theorem 3.7 of [11] show that 6(L, x) is a modular
form of weight k for the group ro(5'(L), N(L)) with character Xl > and Xl
is trivial if and only if L/3L
is hyperbolic for all primes 3 not dividing

2S(L).
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We define the weighted average of the theta series attached to the lattices in
the genus of L, gen L, to be
%en£,T)

= £^ö(L,,r)
Lj

J

where the sum runs over a complete set of representatives L. of the isometry
classes in genL, and O(Lj) denotes the orthogonal group of L,. As is fairlyclear, 0(genL, t) is independent of the choices of representatives L .
Siegel showed that 0(genL, t) is an Eisenstein series (see [9-10]); for K =
Q, it is well known that the space spanned by Eisenstein series has a basis of
eigenforms for the Hecke operators (see Chapter IV of [4]). Our goal is to use
a weighted average of forms 0(genL, t) to produce a <y"-eigenform.
To examine the action of 3^ on 0(gen L, x), we first state a consequence of
Theorem 7.3 and Proposition 6.1 of [11]:

Theorem 4.1. If 3
bolic, then

is a prime ideal not dividing 25(F) and L/3L

6(L,x)\T(3)

is hyper-

= N(3)k/2X~x ^6{K,z)
K

where X = (N(3)k~2 + 1) • • • (N(3)° +1) and the sum is taken over all 3sublattices K of L, i.e. over all sublattices K of L such that 3L ç K
and K/3L is a maximal totally isotropic subspace of L/3L.
Furthermore,
each 9(K, x) is a modular form with character xL and weight k for the group
YX0(S(L),3N(L)).
Remark. Note that the operators used in [11] are the same as those defined
by Eichler; in our current notation, Eichler's operator V(cf) is the operator
S(cf~x), and Eichler's operator T(3) is N(3)kJ2T(3)S(3~x)
(see [1] or
[11]). Note also that we may need to follow Eichler's operators by the isomorphism / h->f\(a ° ) (where a £ Kx , a » 0 ) so that the range of the operators
is one of the component spaces of J?k(jV, x) ', this isomorphism depends only
on the ideal acf when f\(u)
= f for all totally positive units u .
Now we can prove
Lemma 4.2. Suppose 3

is a prime ideal not dividing 2S(L) such that L/3L

is hyperbolic;let K be a 3-sublattice of L. Then
6(genL, x)\T(3) = N(3)k/2(N(3)k~x
Proof. Let Lx„
classes in genL
o of V which
following easily

+ 1) 9(genK, x).

... , Lt and Kx, ... , Ks be full sets of representatives for the
and gen AT (respectively); let f¡¡ be the number of isometries
map K into Li such that 3Li c a(K.). Then one has the
verified facts:

( 1) fni1® if and only if K. is isometric to a ^-sublattice of L¡.
(2) \/\0(Kj)\-fjj
is the number of ^-sublattices of Li which are isometric

to Kj.
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(3) |0(L;)|/|0(A^.)|

• f.. is the number of isometries o of V which map

3Li into Kj such that 3Kj c o(3L¡).

(4)

^mj\-f^iN^)k'1+l)À=^\m^f'

u

where X is as in Theorem 4.1. (To verify (4), see Proposition 7.2 of [11].)
The lemma now follows easily. D

Let us assume that Y0(S(L), N(L)) = Yx (S(L)) for some X and n (notice
that we can always scale L to effect this). Our intention is to form a weighted
average of theta series to obtain a ^-eigenform in Jfk{Yx (S(L)), xL) which
we will then use to construct a y-eigenform in J£k(S(L), xL) ■
We first observe that the sum
^0(genF",

t)

u

is an element of Jfk(Yx (S(L)), xL) (where the sum is over totally positive units
u which give us distinct genera genL" ); however, this sum is not necessarily a
c9^-eigenform. The preceding lemma together with Proposition 6.1 of [ 11] shows
that for #L = 1, a » 0, la fractional ideal (relatively prime to S(L) ), and
3X, ... ,3r prime ideals not dividing 2S(L) with c\Jr23x ■■■3r = cf, we
have

Y/Ô(genLu,x)\T0(3x-.-3r)S(^)
u

= c-Y,d(è^JrK,;a,x)
u

where c ^ 0, K- is a ^-sublattice of KjX , K0 = L, and K" is the lattice Kr
scaled by a. Although N(3rK"a) = N(L) and S(3rK"a) = S(L), we may not
have J^K"" £ genLv for any v £ cfx , v » 0 (consider, for instance, the case
where 3

is nondyadic,

a is not a square in tfg,, and L^, has some Jordan

components of odd rank). So to obtain a J^-eigenform we need to consider
more lattices than those in gen L ; thus we make the following
Definition. Let F be a lattice on a quadratic space V, and let a » 0. A lattice
K on Va is in the family of L, fam L, if for every prime ideal 3 there is a
unit Ug £ cfg such that ATjf ~ L^ .

Notice that the family of a lattice L can be partitioned into a finite number
of genera, since Luß ~ L^ whenever 3 \2S(L) and «# 6 ^ . (Recall also
that there are, up to isometry, only a finite number of spaces Va .) Note that in
the special case where F is a quadratic space over Q and L is a unimodular
lattice with N(L) ç Z, we have fam F = gen F (see Chapter 6 of [5] and note

that the rank of such a lattice L must be a multiple of 8).
So with L and K = 3rK"a

as in the discussion preceding this definition, we

see that K £ famL where we take u^, = 1 if 3 \ 2S(L), and u^, = a

n

if
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3\2S(L)

with ne'#, =3"

xcf3B.Now we have

Theorem 4.3. Let L be as above. Define

0(famF, x) = Y —1-t-0(L', t)
'

*-f \0(L')\ K ' '

where the sum runs over a complete set of representatives of the isometry classes

in famL. Then 0(fam L, x) is a nonzero element of' Jfk(S(L), xL) ; if Xl = 1
then 8(fan\L,

x) is a 30-eigenform.

Note that when xL = 1, Lemma 4.2 together with Proposition 6.1 of [11]
allows us to compute the eigenvalues for 0(famL, t) ; note in particular that
these eigenvalues are nonzero. Now, applying Theorem 2.1, we obtain
Corollary 4.4. Let the notation be as in Theorem 4.3, and suppose Xl = i and

that YXn(S(L))= Y0(S(L), N(L)).

Then we can lift 6(famL, x) to h lin-

early independent 3r-eigenforms of Jfk(S(L), xL) ■ Let 3

that 3\2S(L)
6(famL,

and f^2

~ 3/^J2

be a prime such

; then the p, n-componentof any lift of

x) is cß(J-d(famK, x) where c

¿ 0 and K is a 3-sublattice of L.
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